
 
 

IDOSOL WHITEPAPER 

Initial dex offering or IDOs, are tokens that address any sort of resource facilitated on a decentralized 

trade (DEX) - an IDO is a point at which a venture dispatches a token through a decentralized liquidity 

trade.  IDOs offer organizations tools for drawing in their networks in an economy that both advances 

their items and administrations while permitting them to settle on brilliant business choices with respect 

to their resources. Blockchain and the Crypto world means to tackle the reliance on unified stages and 

monetary models. All things considered, there are central parts as trades that are running in a 

completely controlled way. The arrangement as of late introduced itself in IDO – Initial DEX Offering. 

IDOSOL is an advanced and innovative Initial DEX offering or IDO platform that is fully automated, 

decentralized, and scalable. IDOSOL is a Launchpad platform for Crypto projects that require crowd 

funding. We are supported and backed by the community, influencers, and marketing partners to help 

your project, get in front of the investors. The IDOSOL is deemed to be one of the most upfront and 

transparent IDO platforms of the Binance Smart Chain. The tier system is set up to allow everyday 

investors the chance to participate in IDO’s. IDOSOL supports projects with the ability to distribute 

tokens and raise liquidity while providing free marketing and guaranteed investors. 

Our Aim and Objectives 

   IDOSOL is the bridge to this completely new world of fundraising across all smart-contract-

based blockchains. IDOSOL is developing a cross-chain Launchpad and start-up incubator 

ecosystem based on blockchain technology.  We offer complete IDO advancement services to 

help new companies, people, and organizations launch their tokens. Our blockchain specialists 

and expert, work related to make an intelligible guide to explore your IDO advancement venture 

which incorporates ideation and conceptualization, white paper creation, and token turn of 

events. 

   We use Automated, Decentralized, Scalable multi-chain technology to build an IDO platform 

that differs from its competitors in terms of its uniqueness and the feature of legal institutional 

investors. An IDO refers to Initial Dex Offering which involves launching a coin or token via a 

decentralized liquidity exchange. IDO offers better liquidity at every level, enabling immediate 

access to liquidity and trading. This is the perfect solution for new projects to launch a token and 

access immediate funds. IDO enables the users to trade immediately. This ensures the 



 
 

users/investors can buy their tokens quickly when launched and re-sell them at a much higher 

price later during the course of the IDO.  

   Examining the business thoughts of business visionaries Nitty-gritty monetary and technical 

analysis led and data about the venture is recorded on well known Decentralized Trades (DEXes) 

and making of virtual tokens through which purchasers and vendors can buy resources after it is 

being recorded. Empowering crypto-to-crypto, crypto-to-fiat, and fiat-to-crypto exchanging 

administrations. This guarantees liquidity and there would be an ascent in the cost of virtual 

tokens and incorporating equipment and programming wallets for handling installments 

instantly. Givers can store crypto tokens, defend them with private keys and mystery passwords, 

and oversee their portfolios. 

   Presenting cross-chain similarity for quick execution of the raising support campaigns. In this 

way, donors can move tokens from various blockchain networks by connecting their product 

and equipment wallets. This prompts benefits like more noteworthy exchanging volume, prizes 

to early financial backers, and conveyance of tokens pre-deal and post-deal. Leading Know Your 

Client (KYC) and Hostile to Illegal tax avoidance (AML) confirmation of financial backers. An 

endeavor that offers Introductory Dex offering improvement administrations will actually look at 

the foundation and information of pledge drives and dealers. Subsequently, this guarantees a 

protected encounter for clients and forestalls misrepresentation and tricks. 

 Our deep    research, design thinking-driven approach, and unmatched solutions in strategy 

consulting, technology, and operations create an innovative roadmap to help enterprises 

worldwide transit from conventional technology platforms to blockchain-driven systems. We are 

driven by the aim to identify and seize opportunities from disruption to deliver transformational 

outcomes for a new decentralized digital world. 

BUSINESS BENEFITS 

Index Token – We have noticed a demand for making investment decisions easy whilst maintaining 

profitability. Index portfolios cannot guarantee the discovery of the next best buy on the market but do 

help to diminish the probability of missing out on it by combining various projects under the same index 

portfolio. This also helps to optimize investor’s fund instead of contributing to each individual project 

but to conclude investments in one or a few of the preferred areas: Technology Index token, Science and 



 
 
healthcare Index token, Platform and launchpad Index token, Gaming and Metaverse Index token., 

Energy Index token. 

 

 Technical Testing & Stability - A security breach into a project’s infrastructure could significantly reduce 

confidence in its token and irreparably harm its future value. That’s why in addition to token creation 

and blockchain deployment we conduct security penetration testing, smart contract auditing, and assess 

blockchain stability. This adds a new level of confidence to a token from the company’s and the 

investor’s perspective, creating greater stability, reliability, and increasing capital gain capabilities. Our 

security token promoting organization doesn't offer "one size fits all" arrangements, rather every 

venture or retainer-based commitment is totally modified for your business to give you the best 

conceivable effect. 

IDOSOL fills the fate of legitimate raising support through key counseling and groundbreaking security 

token improvement administrations. Your thought on the intelligently shaped is wisely formed into an 

ideal arrangement that works with market entrance and commitment with likely financial backers. Our 

central goal-driven methodology drawn from our solidarity in innovation regions prompts significant 

business results to sustain your development 

Technical & Legal Stack - IDOSOL could transform society through upending industries, structures, and 

traditional business models. In this ecosystem, we believe that entrepreneurs with the drive, talent, and 
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ambition should be given every opportunity to succeed and grow their ventures. That’s why our team 

works alongside companies at any stage of the token launching process to ensure they are optimally 

placed to succeed. Our hearty blockchain arrangements offer unique capacities to a scope of different 

organizations keeping watch for unrivaled versatility and innovative headway. Being at the focal point, 

all things considered. 

Strategy & Consulting - The cornerstone of any high-quality project is a tailored market strategy and a 

strong business model. We assist our clients by delivering deep business insights, comprehensive market 

analysis, and exchange listing expertise. These factors combine to ensure that your project rises above 

the competition and is well-positioned to disrupt the marketplace. 

Token Economics and Structure - Within most blockchain projects the choice of token and its use within 

the project ecosystem is a critical element of its success. We work closely with clients and recommend 

tokens based on their goals and the ecosystem’s specific requirements. This includes experience with 

security tokens, utility tokens, and stable coins. 

IDOSOL also provides venture capitalist advisors and partners, technical experts, angel investors, and 

experienced blockchain entrepreneurs. IDOSOL will use the network to grow our early-stage incubated 

start-ups - with the goal to turn them into global projects and allow IDO token holders to connect with 

those projects as part of our Launchpad.  

Legal, Regulatory, and Tax - Token generation events can lead to complex regulatory requirements and 

unclear tax obligations, especially when investors come from a myriad of countries. To simplify this 

process and provide clarity and security, we partner with organizations that are specialized to provide 

this advice and structure a company’s legal and tax requirements. This allows you to focus on what’s 

important – growing your business and giving it the best possible opportunity to prosper. 

IDOSOL Launchpad benefits for an investor 

• Early opportunities for interaction and investment. 

• Early visibility into venture teams and tech trends. 

• New investment opportunities based on sound intellectual property rights are based on science 

and research. 



 
 
• Exceptionally customer-centric teams, proven customer need, problem-solution fit, and 

customer commitment. 

• Allows everyone to become an investor and the opportunity to raise and increase their existing 

capital on an equal footing. 

• To make investment fair and equal to all, regardless 

• Given the size of their investment, we have designed our platform model to offer both small and 

large capitalization investors the opportunity to invest themselves. 

 

Moreover, before investing in any project, users can do their own research via the IDOSOL platform, 

where they can find all the key details of the project, such as: 

• Project metrics 

• The team behind it 

• Tokenomics 

• Overview and use-cases 

• Roadmap, updates, and business development 

• Updated development progress 

• Activity and a community overview 

• Community and social channels  

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

 

 

WHY IDO IS A BETTER METHOD IN DISTRIBUTING TOKENS  

 To battle the said difficulties, Starting DEX Offering was presented. IDO is a raising money 

strategy that empowers conventions for dealers. It is marginally like Initial Coin Offering (ICO), in 

any case, the key distinction being that IDO doesn't depend on any responsibility to a focal 

power. Dissimilar to peers like IEOs and ICOs, IDO is decentralized and offers ways for De-Fi 

conventions to improve out of the case, and foster adaptable and vigorous open money 

applications and stages. In view of the focal distinction between IDO and strategies, IDO is good 

to go to initiate an ever-evolving upset in the crypto and blockchain field! 

 

 In the present predominant ICO model, centralization makes a great deal of issues. Outsiders 

can without much of a stretch control or square developments and progress. Being 

concentrated, the current model is powerless against programmers as well as a human blunder, 

loaning it defenseless against debasement or annihilation. These negatives proceed to affect the 

view of cryptographic money in general. Further, the discernible idea of ICO keeps society from 

publicly supporting and buying inside our innate right to bargain in private. 

 

 

 The Initial DEX offering is totally founded on the decentralized organization and doesn't need 

more significant compensation expenses or different consents. Alongside it, even the little 

ventures and monstrous coordinated efforts can be productively done through the IDO since 

there is no requirement for you to trust that trade will support the crypto projects. In this 

manner, the nearby local area individuals can vet the crypto projects. Admittance to liquidity 

and exchanging is faster in this IDO gathering pledges model. It can likewise be worked with 

different wallets giving a consistent encounter to the clients. 

 

TOKENOMICS AND TOKEN DISTRIBUTION 



 
 
Within most blockchain projects the choice of token and its use within the project ecosystem is a critical 

element of its success. We work closely with clients and recommend tokens based on their goals and the 

ecosystem’s specific requirements. This includes experience with security tokens, utility tokens, and 

stable coins. IDOSOL cut across the clamor with our multi-channel promoting way to deal with staying in 

front of the opposition. Our reality upheld proposals and top to bottom comprehension of the cutthroat 

STO (Security Token Offering) industry assist you with utilizing the best open doors on the lookout. The 

best correspondences combined with the right promoting stages order financial backers' consideration 

and impact their insights and practices. 

 

 

 

 Using automated, Decentralized, Scalable multi-chain technology to build an IDO platform that differs 

from its competitors in terms of its uniqueness and the feature of legal institutional investors. An IDO 

refers to Initial Dex Offering which involves launching a coin or token via a decentralized liquidity 

exchange. IDO offers superior liquidity at every level, enabling immediate access to liquidity and trading. 

This is the perfect solution for new projects to launch a token and access immediate funds. 

IDO enables the users to trade immediately. This ensures the users/investors can buy their tokens 

quickly when launched and re-sell them at a much higher price later during the course of the IDO. 

IDOSOL has set sail to embark on a journey towards new dawn by embedding the word “Trust” into the 

exchanges in the decentralized world of blockchain and introducing brand new transparent policies and 



 
 
regulations leveraging Binance Smart Chain utilizing its tremendous transaction processing capabilities 

via the launch of their BEP-20 “IDO” token.  

 


